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Quality and innovation in movement
NUOVA OMEC was born on 1966 as a mechanical
workshop for the rollers production. The range of
the produced rollers covers all the production
process, from the conveyors to the raw materials
until the conveyors for the movement of the packed
product. all the rollers can be supplied with different
type of coating: polyurethane, silicon, rubber, PVC,
neoprene. NUOVA OMEC produces rollers for many
industrial sectors as the textile, paper, glass and
others: it collaborates with the customer’s technical
department to search new and advanced rollers
applications. On 2005 NUOVA OMEC acquired the
entire LanRul company, located in Bologna, which
is an historical brand in rollers production. With this
operation it brought inside the know-how for the
production of rollers for the logistic sector: conveyors,
rollers structures, conveyors for bulk materials. That
acquiring has permitted to NUOVA OMEC a leap
in quality and quantity; the actual revenue is over
6 million Euro with an important growing trend.
The experience achieved in many years of activity
permits to NUOVA OMEC the inner construction of
machineries and tooling which are specific for its
own needs.
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Skill and flexibility

NUOVA OMEC has an inner technical department
with 3D modeling programs for the design of every
single mechanic component for its own production
and for particular needs of the customer. It has a
research-development department and a metric
room for the control of the pieces in every single
working phases and at the end of the process.
The company uses a last generation informatic
system, which allows to manage the production
of small and also big batches with large flexibility
and efficiency.
It’s able to produce until a maximum diameter of
160mm and a length of 5000mm, drums until a
500mm diameter and a length of 1300mm.
The workforce is composed of over 30 persons
and of selling agents in all the national area.
On the market of rollers NUOVA OMEC offer
a complete range, reliable products and
competitive prices.

Unit Handling Products

Idler and motorized rollers with chain or belt, drums,
components and accessories for the movement and
the stocking of the goods in the industrial transports.
Versatile products which satisfy all the load and use
needs with high construction quality solution and the
maximum reliability , using many different materials: steel,
stainless steel, aluminium and with various protection
types as the zinc plating, chrome plating, rubber coating
through vulcanization, PVC coatings in various types of
rubber, to adapt at the large range of the transport lines
and to guarantee always better use results.

Bulk Handling Products

Idler rollers and drums, components and accessories
for the transport through conveyor of the bulk materials.
The range includes also the impact rollers, autocleaning,
with spiral, cantilever stations, doubles, triples, garland
rollers and guide of conveyor. Products created for
different needs, also for the worst conditions as its use
in quarries and mines. the characteristic technicalconstructive allow to obtain excellent performances
adapting the different types to the small, middle and
big load transports. The Bulk products are available in
various types of protection: zinc plating, stainless steel
or rubber coating through vulcanization, guaranteeing
always the best possible performance.

RAM-Drum motor and Rollerdrive Products

The serie RAM drum motor and rollerdrive has been
designed and realized to motorized conveyor for the
goods transport and for the goods movement in
industrial transports. Thanks to their easy installation and
integration in the machine,they make it less cumbersome
and cleaner in its design. The drum motor and rollerdrive
solution consists to save in the rollers structure design, a
major reliability of the system and a faster assembling
of the machine with a low energetic consumption, as
its better performances compared with the traditional
solutions. The functionality of these products have been
designed to satisfy all the control and flow management
needs.

Flow Storage Product

They are structure made in a high-thickness steel with a
large range of zinc plated rollers with precision bearings,
for the intensive storage of the goods to high or low
rotation, especially for the goods charged on pallets, but
also for boxes and plastic containers for mounting line,
deposit, withdrawal. The flow storage system satisfies all
the needs: personalized solutions, direct storage system,
high materials density, constant articles availability, low
distances in transports, time and spaces optimization.
The excellent transportable weight range make the
system extremely versatile adapting it to any needs and
conditions.

CERAM Rollers

The CERAM rollers have been studied to resolve any
ceramic storage and movement needs. NUOVA OMEC,
supporting the customers researching the better
solutions for various problems which are related to the
ceramic products’ movement, has developed a real
experience as regards the most suitable coatings to
face the difficulties, extremely variables and specifics
related to the ceramic sector.
The materials range spaces from steel to PVC,
technically improved during the years in synergy with a
consolidated and reliable group of suppliers, until the
technical coatings: anti-usury, cut resistant, anti-oil with
high performances and duration.

Special Rollers

NUOVA OMEC realizes rollers and components
with special characteristics for particular
application and needs. The customized
production distinguishes a large part of the
total production, availing of qualified personal,
suitable and specific technical knowledges and
machineries to realize different products types,
always maintaining high standard of quality,
reliability and duration, with timely delivery and
to unbeatable prices.

Quality at the customer’s service

The company has partnership relation with the
most important companies in the regional and
national territories, and it offers its products with
optimal performances for any needs in any
industrial area. NUOVA OMEC it’s a dynamic and
avant-garde company with a high professionality
and specialization which is always focused on the
innovation and on the enquiries in the rollers sector,
thanks to its 50 years of experience in this market.
The company mission is reaching the satisfaction
of the customer. We believe that this target will
be achieved through a continued research of
an improvement of both the products and of
the production and organization process, but no
forgetting our past as artisan company with many
skills achieved in decades. NUOVA OMEC is not
only a simple supplier but a real positive resource
for the customer.

AGENTS ITALY AREA

LOMBARDIA - TRIVENETO
Bulk Material Handling
TECPRO SYSTEMS EUROPE srl
Testa Simone
Tel. 346/3771910
info@tecprosystems.it

EMILIA-ROMAGNA
Unitech - Castaldelli Marco
Tel. 335/5316397
unitech.bologna@libero.it

SOUTHERN ITALY
RIM&S srl - Antonello Solito
Tel. 334/5378768
rimendessrl@gmail.com

TOSCANA
Madruzza Simone
Tel. 335/8171669
madruzzasimone@gmail.com

LAZIO
Morello Sergio
Tel. 392/9056108
sergio.morello@hotmail.it

FOREIGN DEALERS NUOVA OMEC

NUOVA OMEC
is the italian dealers
for the products

PERU’
SANMARCOS HOLDING
Av. Alm. Sn. Marcos Mz. S 01 Lte. 03
Huertos de Villa, Chorrillos - Perù
Tel. 0051/972033145

VAN DER GRAAF B.V.
For a better printing experience
De Weijert nr. 35 ZG Vallenhove - inNetherlands
the file menu in the left pane
Tel. 0031/527/241441

HUNGARY - CZECH REPUBLIC
ARTIFLEX LTD
Petofi S. u.3 - Szentendre - Hungary
Tel. 0036/26/500047
ALBANIA
HA. WI. Asistance Sh. P. K.
Rruga Kosova Pall. - Vlore - Albania
Tel. 00355(0)692931309

Factory 2

NUOVA OMEC s.r.l.
Via Valle d’Aosta 42 - 41049 Sassuolo (MO) Italy
Tel +39 0536 1801772 Fax +39 0536 583640
info@nuovaomec.it - www.lanrul.it
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